Abstract-Image-to-image translation tasks have been widely investigated with Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). However, existing approaches are mostly designed in an unsupervised manner while little attention has been paid to domain information within unpaired data. In this paper, we treat domain information as explicit supervision and design an unpaired image-to-image translation framework, Domain-supervised GAN (DosGAN), which takes the first step towards the exploration of explicit domain supervision. In contrast to representing domain characteristics using different generators in CycleGAN or multiple domain codes in StarGAN, we pre-train a classification network to explicitly classify the domain of an image. After pre-training, this network is used to extract the domain-specific features of each image by using the output of its second-to-last layer. Such features, together with the domain-independent features extracted by another encoder (shared across different domains), are used to generate an image in the target domain. Extensive experiments on multiple hair color translation, multiple identity translation, multiple season translation and conditional edges-to-shoes/handbags demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. In addition, we can transfer the domain-specific feature extractor obtained on the Facescrub dataset with domain supervision information to unseen domains, such as faces in the CelebA dataset. We also succeed in achieving conditional translation with any two images in CelebA, while previous models like StarGAN cannot handle this task.
INTRODUCTION
Image-to-image translation covers a wide variety of computer vision problems, including image stylization [1] , segmentation [2] and image super-resolution [3] . It aims at learning a mapping that can convert an image from a source domain to a target domain, while preserving the main presentations of the input images. For example, in the aforementioned three tasks, an input image might be converted to a portrait similar to Van Gogh's styles, a segmentation map splitted into different regions, or a high-resolution image, while the content remains unchanged. Since it is usually challenging to collect a large amount of paired data for such tasks, unsupervised learning algorithms have been widely adopted in image-to-image translation models. Particularly, the generative adversarial networks (GAN) [4] and dual learning [5] are studied. [6] , [7] , [8] tackle crossdomain image-to-image translation by the aforementioned two techniques, where the GANs are used to ensure the generated images belonging to the target domain, and dual
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This work was supported in part by the National Key Research and Devel- learning can help improve image qualities by minimizing reconstruction loss. An implicit assumption of image-to-image translation is that an image contains two kinds of features 1 [9] , [10] , [11] : domain-independent features, which are preserved during the translation (i.e., the content when translating a natural image to Van Gogh' styles), and domain-specific features, which are changed during the translation (i.e., the styles when translating the image to Van Gogh' styles). Imageto-image translation aims at transferring images from the source domain to the target domain by preserving domainindependent features while replacing domain-specific features. Therefore, the extraction of domain-specific features plays an important role for image-to-image translation. There are three main challenges in solving the image-toimage translation problem. The first one is how to extract the domain-independent and domain-specific features for a given image. The second is how to merge the features from two different domains into a natural image in the target domain. The third one is that there is no paired data for us to learn such the mappings. In this paper, we focus on solving image-to-image translation problems with latent space disentanglement.
Although it is difficult to obtain the paired data across different image domains, we observe that in many cases, we are aware which domain an image comes from [12] , Fig. 1 . The basic idea of our DosGAN-c on conditional image-to-image translation. D k ∀k ∈ [N ] are N domains of interests. Our model disentangles N domain-specific feature latent space S k through a classifier. Encoder in DosGAN-c learns to project images from N domains to a domain-independent latent space I shared by all domains. Given x 1 ∈ D 1 for example, various translation image x 1k can be obtained by varying domain-specific features in S k . Specially, x 11 should be consistent with x 1 .
[13]. Motivated by this observation, we propose to use this domain-level signal as explicit supervision and pretrain a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to predict which domain an image is from. If such a network can well differentiate images from different domains, the output of the second-to-last layer of the network should carry rich domain information which captures each domain's specific characteristic. Therefore, we can leverage such a pre-trained CNN to extract the domain-specific features of an image. Compared with works [9] , [10] , [11] that use two separated domain-specific feature extractors for two domain translation, we utilize the domain classifier as a general domainspecific feature extractor which can be easily generalized to multi-domain translation. With the well-defined domainspecific features, the domain-independent features can be easily obtained by feature disentanglement.
Generally, in this work, we first propose a new frameworks for common image-to-image translation, which is composed by a domain-specific feature extractor, a domainindependent feature extractor, and an image generator. The domain-specific feature extractor is pre-trained based on domain supervision, and then the domain-independent feature extractor and the generator are trained based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and dual learning [5] . We choose GAN and dual learning due to the following considerations: (1) The dual learning framework can help learn to extract and merge the domain-specific and domainindependent features by minimizing carefully designed reconstruction errors, including self-reconstruction errors and cross-domain reconstruction errors. (2) GAN can ensure that the generated images well mimic the natural images in the target domain. (3) Both dual learning [5] , [6] , [8] and GAN [4] , [14] , [15] work well under unsupervised settings. Therefore, we name this framework as Domain-supervised GAN (briefly, DosGAN).
Existing multi-domain translation models, such as Star-GAN, also lack the ability to control the translated results in the target domain and their results usually lack of diversity in the sense that a fixed image usually leads to (almost) deterministic translation result. With two kinds of latent feature (i.e., domain-specific and domain-independent features) disentangled, we can devise a conditional DosGAN (briefly, DosGAN-c) for conditional image-to-image translation [9] , which is to translate an image from the source domain to the target domain conditioned on a given image in the target domain and requires that the generated image should inherit some domain-specific features of the conditional image from the target domain. The DosGAN-c shares the same network architecture with DosGAN, and the difference between two frameworks only lies in the inputs and losses. Compared with our previous work cd-GAN [9] , this paper generalizes the conditional image-to-image translation to multiple domains with one single model, and reveals the relationship between common image-to-image translation with DosGAN-c and DosGAN.
We carry out experiments on multiple hair color translation, multiple season translation and conditional edges-toshoes/handbags translation. The results demonstrate that with domain supervision, our approach can better extract domain-specific features and translate images.
Interestingly, we find that the pre-trained domainspecific feature extractor has certain transferability. We transfer the domain-specific feature extractor trained on the Facescrub dataset, where the domain of each image (i.e., the identity of each face image) is known, to the CelebA dataset, where the domain (i.e., identity) of each image is unknown. The two datasets share the same semantic representations (i.e., face images), which provides a viable way to produce the domain-specific features for the faces in the unknown domains. Therefore, we can succeed in achieving conditional translation on CelebA by transferring the pre-trained domain-specific feature extractor, while previous methods cannot.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We explicitly exploit domain supervision in unpaired image-to-image translation by extracting welldefined domain-specific features through a simple domain classifier.
• We disentangle two latent features by explicitly utilizing domain supervision and achieve performances better than several strong baseline methods.
• We show that the pre-trained domain-specific feature extractor can be transferred across datasets, which has not been investigated before.
• Our code is publicly available to the research community at https://github.com/linjx-ustc1106/ DosGAN-PyTorch.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2 and present our approach in Section 3. The experimental results are reported in Section 4. We conclude our work and discuss several future directions in the last section.
RELATED WORKS
Generative modeling. Image generation has been widely explored in recent years, and works have been putting effort on modeling the natural image distribution. This problem was initially solved by Boltzmann machines [16] and autoencoders [17] , [18] . Variational autoencoder (VAE) [19] aims to improve the quality and efficiency of image generation by reparametrization of a latent distribution. GAN [4] was firstly proposed to generate images from random variables by a two-player minimax game. Various works have been proposed to exploit the capability of GAN for various image generation tasks. InfoGAN [20] learns to disentangle latent representations by maximizing the mutual information between a small subset of the latent variables and the observation. Radford et al. [14] presented a class of deep convolutional generative networks (DCGANs) for high-quality image generation and unsupervised image classification tasks, which bridges the gap between convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and unsupervised image generation.
Supervised image-to-image translation. The supervised image-to-image translation aims to learn a parametric translation function that transforms an input image in a source domain to an image in a target domain when paired data is available. Many computer vision tasks can be posed as this problem. For example, Long et al. [2] proposed a fully convolutional network (FCN) for image-to-segmentation translation. SRGAN [3] maps low-resolution images to high resolution images. Isola et al. [21] proposed a general conditional GAN (pix2pix) for image-to-image translation tasks, including label-to-street scene and aerial-to-map. In order to overcome the limitation of relatively low resolution in pix2Pix and lack of realistic details and texture, [22] proposed a HD version of pix2Pix which increases the resolution to 2048*1024. In this work, a coarse-to-fine generator, three multi-scale discriminators, and a feature matching loss are utilized. Zhu et al. [23] further proposed a BicycleGAN to learn multimodal image-to-image translation by building bijective consistency between output and latent code.
Unpaired image-to-image translation. Since it is usually expensive to collect a large amount of paired data for supervised image-to-image translation tasks, unpaired learning based algorithms have been widely adopted. Based on adversarial training, Dumoulin et al. [24] and Donahue et al. [25] proposed algorithms to jointly learn mappings between latent space and data bidirectionally. Taigman et al. [26] presented a domain transfer network (DTN) for unpaired cross-domain image generation by assuming constant latent space between two domains, which could generate images of target domain's style and preserve their identity. He et al. [5] proposed a dual learning mechanism that can enable a neural machine translation system to automatically learn from unlabeled data through a dual learning game. Inspired by the idea of dual learning, DualGAN [6] , DiscoGAN [7] and CycleGAN [8] were proposed to tackle the unpaired image translation problem by training two cross-domain transfer GANs at the same time. To generate controllable translation result, Lin et al. [9] decompose the image latent space into domain-independent and domain-specific feature spaces, and raise a new problem named as conditional cross-domain translation which can assign domain-specific feature for generated result by feeding a conditional image in the target domain. Similar to [9] , other two works [10] , [11] proposed to disentangle latent space and generate diverse translation results. Choi et al. [12] further proposed a StarGAN that can perform image-to-image translations for multiple domains using only a single model. Similarly, Liu at al. [13] proposed a UFDN that learns domain-invariant representation from multiple domains and can perform continuous cross-domain image translation and manipulation. Some other works also utilized attention mechanism for more accurate image-to-image translation. DA-GAN [27] firstly finds the instance-level corresponding of two domains in the latent space by introducing attention mechanism, then generates images from the highly-structured latent space. In [28] , GANimation is proposed to generate anatomically-aware facial animation. Attention mechanism is exploited to make the scheme more robust and have the capacity of dealing with images in the wild. Authors in [29] , [30] introduced attention map to avoid cycle consistency loss distracted by background factors and achieved better performance than original CycleGAN.
FRAMEWORK
In this section, we introduce our proposed framework. We first give a general formulation to image translation and conditional image translation, then describe our network architecture, and finally present the training algorithm and discussion.
Problem formulation
We work on multiple domain translation with one single model, but to increase readability, we will introduce two domain translation between domain A (denoted as D A ) and domain B (denoted as D B ). Suppose we have a domainspecific feature extractor α(·) and a domain-independent feature extractor β(·).
2 Given an image x ∈ D A or x ∈ D B , we can get its domain-specific features x s and domainindependent features x i by applying the two extractors:
Note that the domain-independent features of an image should be kept and its domain-specific features should be changed while translating it from one domain to other domain. Then the style S A of D A and the style S B of D B are: 
where |D A | and |D B | refer to the number of images in D A and D B . Let ⊕ denote a generator, which takes a set of domain-specific features x s · and a set of domainindependent features x i · as inputs and generates an image in the corresponding domain: for any x A ∈ D A and x B ∈ D B ,
2. We will discuss how to learn the two extractors in the following two subsections. 
where x AB and x BA denote the translation result. 
Different from existing works [9] , [10] , [11] , in this work, the domain-specific feature extractor α(·) is pre-trained in a supervised setting based on domain supervision and will be kept fixed during the training of the translation system. In the following subsections, we will first discuss how to pre-train α(·), and then present how to learn the domainindependent feature extractor β(·) and the generator ⊕ from unpaired images for image-to-image translation and conditional image-to-image translation.
Pre-training of domain-specific feature extractor
Very different from previous works [8] , [9] , which simply treat multiple domains as different sources of images, in this work, we regard them as explicit supervision and use them in a supervised way to learn the domain-specific feature extractor α(·). Given images from N domains, we train a CNN network to correctly classify the domain of an image. After training, if the classifier network can accurately detect the domain of an image, then the output of the second-to-last layer of this classifier should well capture the domain information of this image. Thus, we denote the input layer to the secondto-last layer of this classifier network as our domain-specific feature extractor α(·). With this pre-trained α(·), we will introduce our system architectures for image translation in the coming subsections.
Architecture for image-to-image translation
The architecture of our proposed system for image-to-image translation is shown in Figure 2 . As can be seen, to translate an image x A from domain A to domain B, we first apply the domain-specific feature extractor α(·) over all the images in domain B and obtain the style feature S B according to Eqn (3). Then we apply the domain-independent feature extractor β(·) to x A and obtain the domain-independent features x i A . After that, the generator ⊕ takes x i A and S B as inputs and generates the translation results x AB , i.e., x AB = x i A ⊕ S B . In practice, the generator is modeled by a neural network and needs to be learned, thus, to be differentiated from the oracle generator ⊕, we use we use g to denote the generator to be learned. Adversarial loss Following the idea of GANs, we introduce a discriminator d, which takes a (real or fake) image as input and output a probability indicating how likely the input belongs to a real image domain. We illustrate the objective function as below:
where x AB is defined in Eqn. (5) . The g • β network tries to fool the discriminators by minimizing GAN , while the discriminator tries to differentiate generated images from real ones by maximizing GAN . Domain-specific reconstruction loss Different from Star-GAN [12] that requires discriminator d to serve as a classifier that distinguishes which domain the input belongs to, we adapt the discriminator d to maximize the mutual information between domain-specific features and generated images as InfoGAN [20] . In this case, the domain-specific feature reconstruction cost α,r of real images and fake images α,f can be formulated as follows: 
Overall training loss We combine the above three losses to optimize the framework. To optimize the domainindependent feature extractor β(·) and generator g (remind that α is fixed), we will minimize
To optimize the discriminator, we need to minimize
where λ f and λ im are weights to achieve balance among different loss terms.
Architecture for conditional image-to-image translation
The architecture of DosGAN for conditional image-to-image translation (DosGAN-c) is shown in Figure 3 . As can be seen, to translate an image x A from domain A to domain B conditioned on an image x B from domain B, we first apply the domain-specific feature extractor α(·) on x B and obtain the domain-specific feature x mathematical definition is in Definition 2. In this setting, for ease of reference, we set |D A | = |D B |. Adversarial loss Similar to non-conditional setting, we illustrate the adversarial loss as below:
(12) Domain-specific reconstruction loss Different from nonconditional setting, the domain-specific feature reconstruction cost α,r of real images and α,f of fake images are modified as follows:
The g • β network minimizes the c α,f to generate image containing correct domain-specific features from image in the target domain.
Image reconstruction loss Similar to the non-conditional image-to-image translation, the reconstructed images are defined as follows:
Correspondingly, the reconstruction loss is
(15) Overall training loss The total training loss of the generation network and discriminator are defined as follows:
where λ f and λ im are weights to achieve balance among different loss terms. The g • β and d should try to minimize Update the parameters as follows: Update the parameters as follows: 16: Repeat step 7 and step 13 until convergence.
Discussion
Our proposed framework can learn to extract the domainindependent features and combine them with domainspecific features in one single encoder-decoder network. [9] , [10] , [11] , the domain-specific features in our model are extracted by a well-defined and fixed domain classification network, which avoids the feature ambiguity when both domainspecific feature and domain-independent feature extractors are trained together. With domain-specific features being given, x i A should try to inherent the features in x AA and x AB , which is further constrained with reconstruction loss im . Compared with StarGAN [12] that is trained to reconstruct the source input with source domain code, which may cause a semi-optimum when images in one domain vary their own characteristic very much, such as the same identity may have different face appearance at different time. Our model is trained with features from real images in every training step, and ideally can accurately reconstruct source input with its own domain-specific features.
EXPERIMENTS

Implementation details
In the following experiments, our DosGAN/DosGAN-c's network configuration is shown in Figure 5 . For α(·), it consists of one convolution layer with stride 1 and kernel size 4×4; six convolution layers with stride 2 and kernel size 4 × 4; the last two convolution layers that are implemented for domain-specific feature output and classification output. The number of domain-specific features is set to 64 for experiments in Section 4.8, 16 for experiments in Section 4.7 and Section 4.9, and 1024 for experiments from Section 4.4 to Section 4.6 according to different tasks' domain classification accuracy and feature compactness. For discriminator d, we use PatchGANs [21] that consists of six convolution layers with stride 2 and kernel size 4 × 4, and two separated convolution layers that are implemented for discrimination output and domain-specific feature reconstruction output. For β(·), it one convolution layer with stride 1 and kernel size 7 × 7, two convolution layers with stride 2 and kernel size 4 × 4, and 3 residual blocks [31] . Each convolution layer is followed by Instance Normalization (IN) [32] and ReLU units [33] . For generator g, it first processes the domainspecific features through a fully-connected layer and adds it to domain-independent features from encoder e. Then the combined feature is input to 3 residual blocks, two deconvolution layers with stride 2 and kernel size 3 × 3 followed by IN and ReLU units, and one convolution layer with stride 1 and kernel size 7 × 7.
We set the parameters λ f = 0.5 for experiments in Section 4.7 and Section 4.9, λ f = 0.15 for experiments in Section 4.8, and λ f = 5 for experiments from Section 4.4 to Section 4.6, and λ im = 10 for all the experiments. We train our networks using Adam [34] with learning rate of 0.0001. For all experiments, we train models with a learning rate of 0.0001 in the first 100000 iterations and linearly decay the learning every 1000 iteration.
Baselines
To verify the generality of our model, we compare with four state-of-the-art image translation models for different image-to-image translation tasks.
CycleGAN [6] , [7] , [8] . CycleGAN was proposed for cross-domain translation task, which jointly trains two mappings with adversarial loss and dual loss.
BicycleGAN [23] . BicycleGAN was proposed for multimodal cross-domain translation and learns to combine input image with latent code. We compare with BicycleGAN when the paired data is available.
cd-GAN [9] . cd-GAN was proposed for unpaired conditional cross-domain translation, which aims to translate an image from source domain conditioned on a given image in the target domain. We show that our model can also deal with this problem.
StarGAN [12] . StarGAN can perform multi-domain translation using a single model. We compare with StarGAN in the case of multi-domain translation. 
Datasets
For multi-domain translation, we compare our model with StarGAN on multiple hair color (black, blond, brown, gray) translation on CelebA dataset [35] , and multiple identity translation on both Facescrub dataset [36] and CelebA. For multiple hair colors translation, the initial images in CelebA whose sizes are 178 × 218 are cropped to 178 × 178 and then resized to 128 × 128. The test set is built by randomly selecting 2000 images from the original dataset. All the remaining images are used as the training set.
For multiple season translation, the season dataset [37] consists of approximately 6000 images and are categorized into four seasons, i.e., Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. All images are resized to 256 × 256.
For multiple identity translation, the Facescrub dataset [36] comprises more than 100 thousands face images of 531 male and female celebrities, with about 200 images per person. We resize all face images to 128 × 128 and obtain 531 identity domains. We build the test set by randomly selecting 20 images per person from the original dataset. All the remaining images are used as the training set. The face images of CelebA dataset contains 10177 identities but do not have corresponding identity labels. We apply a cropping box (25, 60, 133, 168) on CelebA images and resize them to 128 × 128.
For conditional cross-domain translation [9] , we carry out experiments on edges→shoes dataset [38] and edges→handbags dataset [39] .
Multiple identity translation
We conduct multiple identity translation with DosGAN and conditional DosGAN (briefly, DosGAN-c) as illustrated in Eqn. (5) and Eqn. (6) respectively. Given random inputs and target identities in conditional inputs, the results of multiple identity translation compared with StarGAN [12] are shown in Figure 4 . In general, our proposed method can successfully transfer the identity of input image to identity of the conditional input and greatly outperforms StarGAN. There are several aspects of observation.
(1) Our model can translate not only the input to the target identity, but also the specific face details (such as makeup, eyeglass) in the conditional input, while StarGAN can only translate input to the deterministic output without specific details.
(2) Our translation results are much visually better than StarGAN. One main reason may be that using manuallyset domain code without semantic meaning for domain representation is inappropriate and insufficient for multiple domain translation, especially when the domain number is large (i.e., N = 531). On the contrary, our results are generated by combing domain-independent features and domainspecific features which are well disentangled and are both from real image inputs. Therefore, our model does not need to learn to relate domain code with corresponding identity of each image, but only needs to focus on generating results with two kinds of well-defined features. (3) Our model can more accurately reconstruct the original inputs x A than StarGAN as the images at the fifth column in the left figure and the first column in the right figure. This is because StarGAN is required to reconstruct the original image with original domain code, but domain code for the same identity may have different face appearance at different time, which causes a relatively hard optimization for reconstruction accuracy. Our domain-specific features can effectively avoid this problem since the reconstruction of x A is generated by domain-specific features from itself. For quantitative evaluation, we argue that if images translated by a model are accurately classified as the target identity's classes, the model is successful on multiple identity translation. We translate source image to random target identity in each test minibatch, and report the top-1 and top-5 face recognition accuracy of generated images from StarGAN and our model in Table 1 with re-trained VGG-16 network [40] . We can see that our proposed method achieves better face recognition accuracy than StarGAN in both settings. We also surprisingly find that the classification accuracy of images generated by DosGAN is much higher than that of real faces in the test set. To explain this phenomenon, we split the training set into two parts: One is used to train the classifier VGG-16, and the other is used to train the feature extractorfor DosGAN. The training and testing accuracy of two VGG-16's is shown in Table 2 . We can find our model's accuracy is slightly higher than test images' with VGG-16 half . We can conclude that our model can effectively make use of training images' domain-specific features and carry the learned features for image generation, which results in similar accuracy with the original training set. Even for VGG-16 half , our model has higher accuracy than test images since our model aggregates multiple images' domain-specific features for each identity, while test images are only dependent on their individual information. 
Adapting translation from Facescrub to CelebA
Most existing image-to-image translation works focus on translation within dataset that has clear domain information. However, there are still many datasets that does not contain domain information. An example is CelebA: for any photo in CelebA, we do not know which identity this photo belongs to. As far as we know, no previous work has touched how to achieve identity translation on CelebA, since there is no way to extract domain-specific features. Considering both CelebA and Facescrub are face datasets, we can transfer the α(·) trained on Facescrub to that for CelebA, and then retrain train the β(·) and g in the DosGAN-c for CelebA to achieve conditional image-toimage translation. The basic assumption on this translation transferring is that the two datasets share the same semantic representations (i.e., face images), the α(·) trained on Facescrub provides a viable way to estimate the domain-specific features for the faces in the CelebA . The results of multiple identity translation on CelebA are shown in Figure 6 . We can observe that our model can still successfully translate the identity of input to the identity of conditional input with invariant domain-independent features (i.e., face emotion, face orientation).
To verify the disentanglement of domain-independent features and domain-specific features, we show the results of domain-specific feature interpolations in Figure 7 . We sample two conditional inputs x B1 and x B2 and obtain their domain-specific features x and combine intermediary feature with domain-independent features of input x A . We observe that our model can produce smooth translations through variation of domain-specific feature while remaining the domain-independent features invariant. This indicates that DosGAN-c learns not only individual translation with specific real images, but also a generalized domainspecific feature distribution. 
Adapting translation to unseen domains
To further evaluate the transferability of DosGAN-c, we choose 528 of 531 identities in Facescrub as the dataset with domain information, and the rest 3 identities are shuffled and used as dataset without domain information. We train the StarGAN and our DosGAN-c on 528 identities. Then we directly test the two models on the rest 3 identities, without any further tuning like that in Section 4.5. The domain codes of StarGAN for unknown 3 identities are provided based on the prediction of classifier trained on 528 identities. The translation examples on 3 identities are shown in Figure 8 . The face recognition accuracy of translation results on 3 identities are shown in Table 3 . We can observe that performance of StarGAN decreases rapidly and StarGAN can not generalize its model to image translation that contains unseen domains. On the contrary, given pre-trained classifier, our model does not need any other additional information to deal with unseen identities, and shows consistent performance on image translation across different datasets.
Multiple hair color translation
To further verify the effectiveness of our DosGAN on nonconditional setting, we compare with StarGAN on multiple hair colors translation as shown in Figure 9 . Compared to StarGAN, our model can ensure more consistency of domain-independent features in translated results, while StarGAN is found to translate with aged features in gray hair results and female features in blond hair results. In additional, StarGAN often fails to transfer gray hair as well as ours. This is because our model can well disentangle images' latent space, and domain-specific feature centroid estimated over the whole domain images can be better representation for domain characteristic. We also show the classification accuracy of translation results with re-trained VGG-16 network in Table 4 . Our model also achieve better classification accuracy than StarGAN. To investigate the domain-specific feature variation in multiple hair color, we conduct additional experiment on conditional multiple hair colors translation as shown in Figure 10 . We can observe that our DosGAN-c can vary hair colors in translated results according to different conditional inputs, and also can achieve better classification accuracy than StarGAN as shown in Table 4 . 
Multiple season translation
We also carry out multi-domain translation on multiple season translation task. This task aims to demonstrate the effectiveness of DosGAN on generating higher resolution images and natural images. The translation results compared with StarGAN are shown in Figure 11 . Compared with StarGAN, we can observe that our model can translate the input images to the target domain with more accurate details and higher quality. For example, the translated results of our DosGAN have more clear edges, precisely contain most season features, remain other season-invariant features, such as the waterfall. We also present the Frchet Inception Distance (FID) [41] scores of StarGAN and DosGAN in Table 5 . The FID scores verify our model's significant improvement on StarGAN. To further investigate the effectiveness of our DosGAN on conditional setting, we compare our model with Cycle-GAN [8] , BicycleGAN [23] and cd-GAN [9] on conditional edges→handbags and edges→shoes. The conditional translation results are shown in Figure 12 . In order to measure the accuracy of domain-specific features in translation results, we present the quantitative comparison results in Table  6 , where we calculate Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) between ground truth and translation result generated from paired edge image (providing domain-independent features) and ground truth shoe/handbag image (providing domain-specific feature). From Figure 12 , we show that our model can visually transfer the domain-specific features from the conditional input to the translation result. The PSNR results in Table 6 further verify that our model's performance is better than cd-GAN and comparable with supervised model BicycleGAN.
Conditional cross-domain translation results
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a novel framework called DosGAN/DosGAN-c to utilize domain information as explicit supervision for unconditional or conditional imageto-image translation. The effectiveness of our approach has been demonstrated on cross-domain and multi-domain image translation tasks. Moreover, the pre-trained domainspecific feature extractor can be transferred to other datasets without domain supervision information.
There are several interesting future directions. First, we can apply our model to more image translation tasks. Second, we would like to explore how to use our techniques for zero-shot image-to-image translation. Furthermore, we believe that our framework can be generalized to other tasks such as language and speech. 
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we show some extra results of multihair color translation in Figure 13 , conditional edges-tohandbags translation in Figure 14 and conditional edgesto-shoes translation in Figure 15 . 
